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Abstract—Realizing the vast amount of energy available in ocean
waves, an industry has emerged that is progressing towards the
deployment of grid-connected wave energy devices. Likely to
be deployed in grouped scenarios, a challenge to wave energy
is maximizing the energy production of such arrays. Active
device control and array design optimization are two methods of
achieving increased power. Our work is in the development of
a metaheuristic system array optimization method specifically
for the optimization of wave energy converter arrays. As a
preliminary step, we are testing our array optimization algorithm
with five scaled oscillating water columns. These devices are being
built and will be used to evaluate the coordination of device
control in an array setting. Finding that configurations differ in
shape and power production based on wave condition and devices
damping, we present our novel method for determining optimal
arrangements of an array through the use of a problem specific
genetic algorithm and device BEM model.
Index Terms—Wave Energy, OWC, Array, Optimization, Design

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the wave energy industry advances towards the deployment
of offshore, grid-connected devices, it is important to prepare
for how these wave energy converters (WECs) will ultimately
be implemented on a larger scale. In light of the progression
of the wind and solar industries, the wave energy industry
will likely follow a similar trajectory and ultimately deploy
WECs in array scenarios utilizing advanced device control
techniques.
Regarding WEC array design, most research has focused
on empirical layouts – assumed layouts given a designer’s
best understanding of how devices behave and interact in
a wave field. However, the complexity of the ocean space
excludes these solutions from being readily used by industry.
As such, research has shifted towards leveraging automated
optimization methods to generate potential layout designs by
better exploring and exploiting the search space.
In addition to the likely implementation of WECs in arrays, it
is expected that for WECs to be economically feasible, active
control scenarios must be implemented to fully maximize
power production. Consequently, it is necessary that we

consider optimal array layouts in conjunction with active
device control. As a part of the Advanced Laboratory and
Field Arrays (ALFA) project (a US Department of Energy
funded project), we have been working on determining
optimal device arrangement of an oscillating water column
(OWC) array. These optimized layouts will be used as an
input for implementing active control and ultimately we will
tank test an array(s) of actively controlled devices.
In this paper we discuss an overview of our task within the
project; prior optimization approaches to WEC array design;
the tank-validated, boundary element method (BEM) model
of our OWC; the optimal layouts generated by our problem
specific genetic algorithm (GA); and our initial analysis of
the power output sensitivity due to damping control and array
design. The achieved layouts will indicate the influence of sea
state on device configuration and will show the need for active
device control.
II. P ROJECT OVERVIEW
Of the ALFA project’s many directives, we are specifically
investigating the enhancement of WEC array performance. The
goals of our task include generating optimal configurations
of a WEC array, developing control strategies for the devices
within these arrays, and validating the use of these control
strategies on an optimized array through tank testing.
To achieve the first of these goals, we model our selected
device using a boundary element method, validate this model,
and then determine an optimal arrangement of five devices –
with minimization of negative power as the objective function.
Because the devices being constructed are only intended for
tank testing and the number of devices is fixed at five, cost
has been excluded from the objective function. Active control
scenarios will later be tested on this arrangement by others
on the project and we will validate the array optimization
and control results against tank test data later this year. More
information can be found on the modeling and physical
testing of our chosen device in [1].

An objective of our work is to better understand the
integration of active control with array optimization. With the
stochasticity of sea conditions, actively controlling devices
within an array is believed to likely have greater influence
on increasing power production than what can be achieved
through array optimization of non-controlled devices [2],
[3]. With the effectiveness of device control [4], future
array power models should incorporate such active control.
Unfortunately a model does not currently exist that includes
both between-device wave interaction and active control. This
work will serve as a basis for the future inclusion of active
control into an optimization scheme.

point approximation method and consider only regular waves.
Child and Venugopal investigate the optimization of WEC
arrays using MATLAB’s GA toolbox and introduce the
Parabolic Intersection (PI) method [20]. The PI method is
based on the assumption that a WEC’s wake is in the shape
of parabola and that downwave devices should be placed at
the intersections of upwave wakes to generate greater power.
They determine that the PI method obtains results similar to
those of the GA, but that the GA outperforms the PI method
overall. The PI method is noted to be computationally more
efficient however.
More recently, a device-specific machine learning approach
has been applied to the WEC array optimization problem
by Sarkar et al. [21]. Evaluating a bottom mounted flap
type WEC, it is determined that, for submerged, surge-type
devices, clustering should be avoided. Wu et al. also examines
a submerged type device and implements two evolutionary
type algorithms, a (1+1)-EA algorithm and a Covariance
Matrix Adaptation based Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES)
[22]. Optimizing an array of mid-water column, floating
spheres, the methods do not perform well independently.
However, when the (1+1)-EA is used to get close to
converging on a solution, the CMA-ES is able to fine-tune
that solution.

III. A RRAY O PTIMIZATION
A. Previous Work
Given the current implementation barriers for deploying even
a single WEC device, attention to WEC array design has
only recently begun gaining momentum. Based on studies of
the wave fields created by devices in grouped scenarios, the
possibility of attaining increased power due to positive devicedevice wave interaction has been theorized [5]–[8]. Referred
to as the interaction factor, q, this interaction is defined as
q=

Parray
N ∗ Pi

(1)

where Pi is the power generated by a single device in
isolation, N is the number of devices in an array, and Parray
is the power generated by that array [8]. Values of q less
than one indicate a loss in power due to negative interactions
between devices and values greater than one indicate a gain
in power. Research thus far in array design has been driven
by the desire to maximize the interaction factor [9]–[12].

McGuinness and Thomas have created a purely analytical
method of optimizing the spacing between WECs that are
placed in a row [23]. Observing that in certain scenarios
devices tend to cluster, they postulate that these devices could
be replaced with a larger device to minimize physical device
interaction, but still achieve increased power production. The
optimal spacings also differ depending on the direction of the
incident wave.

Array design has primarily consisted of creating and
comparing prescribed layouts such as lines (both parallel
and orthogonal to the oncoming wave), triangles, squares,
and various grid designs [10]–[15]. Furthering this research,
automated layout optimization methods are being utilized and
developed.

B. Current Optimization Scheme
Noting the need to include more array configuration
influencers, we have developed a genetic algorithm (GA)
specific to the problem of WEC array design that furthers the
work of existing research.

Using a point approximation to determine WEC array power
production, Fitzgerald and Thomas implement a sequential
quadratic algorithm based on a selected starting point
[16]. Considering two variations of a GA and a greedy
algorithm, Mao determines that the GA is the better approach
because similarity lacks between optimal layouts of varying
device numbers [17]. Snyder and Moarefdoost present two
optimization methods, a max-min model and a maximization
expected value model, to account for variability in incident
wave direction [18]. They determine that an increase in
uncertainty yields a decrease in optimal spacing between two
devices. Moarefdoost et al. later presents a heuristic algorithm
that exploits solutions believed to be near optimal [19]. Mao,
Snyder and Moarefdoost, and Moarefdoost et al. all use the

The complexity of the array optimization problem is not
limited to determining the power produced by an array, but
should also include alternative factors which might alter an
array’s design. Some of these, such as cost and active device
control, will likely have significant influence on a layout’s
configuration. Our GA currently allows for the inclusion of
array cost in addition to power [24], [25]; however, since
the number of devices being tested is fixed and the devices
are solely intended for tank testing, we have simplified the
objective function to only consider generated power. This
will aid in ultimately including device control in the objective
function through variable device damping.
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IV. M ETHODOLOGY
To achieve optimal layouts, we first model a single device
using the boundary element software, WAMIT [26]. This
informs how a device behaves in a given wave field for a
range of wave directions – specifically, we obtain the OWC’s
added mass, hydrodynamic damping, hydrodynamic restoring
force, and excitation force. The developed GA will then
create generations of potential layouts based on the process of
survival of the fittest in combination with how chromosomes
are shared between generations.
Within this process there are several sets of code that must be
linked together. The inputs and outputs of each set of code
and the appropriate linkages are described here.
•

•

•

WAMIT: A boundary element software used to determine
how waves interact with offshore devices. For our project,
the outputs required of WAMIT are the added mass,
hydrodynamic damping, hydrodynamic restoring force,
and excitation force of a single OWC (for a single water
depth and a range of wave periods/directions).
mwave: A MATLAB computational package developed
by Cameron McNatt out of the University of Edinburgh
for evaluating WEC(s) and ocean waves. We are using
mwave both as a pre and post-processor for WAMIT and
for determining an array’s power output such that deviceto-device wave interactions are included.
real-coded GA: The algorithm we are developing for
the purpose of determining optimal layout designs such
that power and cost can be included. This algorithm is
being written in MATLAB specifically to interface with
the other programs.

Fig. 1. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS OVERVIEW

With a fixed number of devices intended for tank testing, our
optimization centers around the maximization of power. As
such the objective function we are seeking to minimize is
ObjF un = −P20

For this project, five physical devices are being constructed.
Figure 2(a) is an image of the first of these OWCs and
Fig. 2(b) shows its dimensions. The remaining four devices
are built in the same manner.

(2)

An OWC operates by having a hollow cylinder extend both
above and below the water surface. As the water rises and
falls, air is forced in and out of the hollow interior through the
cylinder’s narrower, above-water component. If this device
were to be used as an energy producer, the flow of air would
likely turn a bidirectional turbine which would then generate
electricity. For our work, a butterfly valve is used in place of
a turbine due to it’s measurability and controllability. This
valve can rotate between 0◦ and 90◦ where 0◦ indicates
the valve completely closed and 90◦ indicates a completely
open valve. Specific details on this can be found in the
corresponding study by Bosma et al. [1].

where P20 is the power generated by an array over a 20
year lifespan. The process components are visually shown in
Fig. 1 and each component will be discussed in the following
sections.
A. OWC Modeling
We have produced layout configurations of scaled,
representative heaving point absorbers in both the discrete
and continuous spaces [24], [25]. In continuation, we are
now optimizing the arrangement of fixed oscillating water
columns (OWCs). We chose oscillating water columns partly
because the technology has been in existence for some time,
but primarily because several devices could be inexpensively
built and tank tested.

To evaluate potential layouts of OWCs in search of an
optimal solution, we need the added mass, hydrodynamic
damping, hydrodynamic restoring force, and excitation force
of a single device at a fixed water depth for a range of wave
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periods and directions. To obtain these, we model the OWC
shown in Fig. 2 within WAMIT. Developed by Evans [27]
and described in [28]–[31], the OWC can be modeled using
a piston approach. This method treats the mass of water
moving inside the cylinder as a heaving point absorber. Since
the OWC is to be secured to the tank floor, the model needs
to only be a single body.
The water depth and desired wave periods are used as inputs
into WAMIT along with the radius, draft, height and density
of the representative point absorber. In our case, the radius is
0.31 m, the draft (distance below the still water surface) is
0.44 m, the height (total height of the piston) is also 0.44 m,
and the density is 1000 kg/m3 . Mwave creates the necessary
input files for WAMIT as a preprocesor and, once WAMIT
has completed running, processes the output data to formulate
an object containing the information needed to analytically
determine an array’s power output. The theory behind mwave
is described in [15], [32].
(a) PHOTO OF PHYSICAL DEVICES BEING BUILT

WAMIT details how a device behaves for a range of wave
periods and directions at a single water depth. It only needs
to be run once at the beginning of the optimization process –
unless a physical device parameter is changed or a different
sea conditions is desired (i.e. differing draft or water depth).
Showing the RAO output from WAMIT and the experimentally determined RAO, Fig. 3 indicates the viability of our
developed BEM model.
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Fig. 3. RAO COMPARISON BETWEEN WAMIT RESULTS AND TANK
DATA

The output of WAMIT is needed by the power calculation
within mwave. Mwave, and consequently the outputted MATLAB object, are called for every uniquely created layout within
the real-coded GA
B. Array Optimization

NAME

With the information derived from WAMIT, we begin the
real-coded GA process. Even without guaranteeing global
optimality, our GA method was, and is continually being,
developed because of its ability to handle the stochasticity
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surrounding WEC array optimization. GAs are based on the
biological process of children being a combination of their
parent’s chromosomes along with the potential for mutation
throughout the creation of a new generation. A population
based optimization approach, sets of potential solutions are
created, evaluated, sorted, and used to create the next set
of potential solutions. This process occurs through several
specific steps within our real-coded GA – elitism, crossover,
mutation, and random generation.

TABLE I
TUNABLE GA PARAMETERS

# Of Parents
Elitism Rate
Crossover & Mutation Rate
Crossover Probability
Mutation Probability
Max # of WECs to Mutate
Convergence Requirement
(generations without improvement)

Besides the initial generation of potential solutions, which is
made entirely by random WEC placement, each generation
of children begins with elitism. Before populating the next
generation, the previous is evaluated and sorted such that
the best solutions (those with the smallest objective function
found from Eq. 2) are at the top and the worst solutions
are at the bottom. Elitism then occurs by cloning the best
solutions from the parent set to the child set. Exact copying
of the best solution(s) ensures that the overall-best solution
is not inadvertently lost between generations. As a secondary
portion to elitism, slightly mutated versions of the cloned
solutions are also added to the child population. These are
created to better exploit the best solution(s) in the hope of
finding an even better solution.

100
2%
74%
100%
35%
2
100

For this work, we run a total of 18 different wave scenarios.
A water depth of 1.36 meters and wave height of 0.136
meters is consistent across all cases while the wave period,
valve angle, and wave type (regular or irregular) are varied.
For all cases the damping values come from tank testing a
single device in regular waves with the shown significant
wave height and periods. The devices are required to be a
minimum of 3 times their diameter away from neighboring
devices (this distance is measured from center to center) to
mimic real sea constraints. Table II shows the considered
scenarios.

The next portion of child solutions are created through
crossover. Crossover occurs by taking pairs from an upper
percentage of the parent generation and combining them
to create two children that are each a semblance of both
parents. Pairings are selected by rank roulette. After a pair of
children is created they are each subject to the possibility of
mutation. Mutation is when a device(s) is randomly selected
within a layout and moved to a new location. Finally, to keep
exploring the solution space and to ensure consistency in
population size between generations, layouts with randomly
placed WECs are added into the new population.

We are specifically looking to observe the potential impact
of three variables – wave period, wave type (regular versus
irregular), and damping (valve angle).
V. R ESULTS
A. Fixed Valve Angle - 44◦
We first generate optimal layouts while considering a constant
valve angle of 44◦ . Six cases of regular waves and four cases
of irregular waves are run. With the valve angle constant,
the damping fluctuates between each run as a result of a
changing wave period. For all cases, waves are traveling from
left to right. The physical space is tunable within the realcoded GA so each scenario is run through several different
sized spaces to ensure that no physical space constraint is
inadvertently enacted. The dimensions of each figure indicate
the dimensions at which the best layout is found.

Our algorithm best searches the solution space with
implemented stochasticity. Therefore, the rates of elitism and
crossover are both tunable and should be set so that there is
space to fill in the new generation with random solutions.
The real-coded GA flowchart in Fig. 1 shows the progression
of steps. Table I contains the tunable parameters within the
GA and the assigned values for the work presented in this
paper. Detailed specifics on the workings of our real-coded
GA can be found in [25].

1) REGULAR Waves: The wave periods for the regular
wave cases range from 1.22 seconds to 3.31 seconds with
a consistent wave height of 0.136 meters. Each scenario is
run multiple times and the layouts found yielding the best
interaction factors are shown in Fig. 4.

Since every generation of children becomes a parent
generation and continues the reproduction cycle, a
convergence criteria is defined to conclude the algorithm.
As indicated in Table I, 100 generations must occur without
finding a new best overall solution before the GA will stop
and return the best layout. Because the search space is infinite
and stochastic, the GA repeats several times for each scenario
and we are presenting the overall best of the resultant layouts.

Observing the layouts obtained with regular waves, we note
that in all scenarios the GA is able to generate a configuration
with an interaction factor greater than one. These interaction
factors greatly depend on the incident wave period and behave
much better with the shorter wave periods tested. For a period
of 1.22 seconds a layout is found that yields an interaction
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TABLE II
WAVE SCENARIOS

Valve
Angle
80◦
44◦
0◦
44◦
44◦
44◦
44◦
80◦
44◦
0◦

Valve
Angle
80◦
44◦
0◦
44◦
44◦
80◦
44◦
0◦

Regular Wave Cases
Wave Height [m] Period [s]

0.136

0.136

0.136

Damping
[N/(m/s)]

1.22

107.1
363.9
3316.2

1.57
1.91
2.26
2.61

640.6
774.7
891.0
892.4

3.31

293.0
775.2
10032.5

Irregular Wave Cases
Significant Wave Peak Period [s]
Height [m]

(b) T=1.57s, q=1.4387

(c) T=1.91s, q=1.1946

(d) T=2.26s, q=1.1027

(e) T=2.61s, q=1.0568

(f) T=3.31, q=1.0257

Damping
[N/(m/s)]

0.136

1.22

107.1
363.9
3316.2

0.136

1.91
2.61

774.7
892.4

3.31

293.0
775.2
10032.5

0.136

(a) T=1.22s, q=2.5790

factor of 2.579 (Fig. 4(a)). For the longest tested period,
3.31 seconds, an interaction factor of 1.0257 (Fig. 4(f)) is
obtained. This behavior is expected since a shorter period
means that the device will undergo more oscillations in a
set amount of time when compared to longer periods. The
results from the shorter periods (Figs. 4(a) & 4(b)) indicate
devices taking advantage of individual neighbor’s diffracted
waves. The increased periods (Figs. 4(c), 4(d) & 4(e)) show
devices acting in groups that place themselves in semi-parallel
lines perpendicular to the incident waves. Figure 4(f) shows
devices pairing up and benefiting from another paired device’s
diffracted waves.

Fig. 4. OPTIMAL LAYOUTS WITH REGULAR WAVES, A VALVE
ANGLE OF 44◦ AND H = 0.136m

2) IRREGULAR Waves: We also obtained layouts for
irregular wave conditions with a valve angle of 44◦ . The
waves are generated based on a Bretschneider spectrum and
have a significant wave height of 0.136 meters. We considered
two different wave periods and the results are shown in Fig. 5.

a similar trend to the regular waves. The shorter period in
Fig. 5(a) shows devices acting individually and the rest show
devices acting in groups. The longer waver periods (shown
in Figs. 5(c) & 5(d)) indicate the devices grouping and then
creating space between the groups. This is likely in order to
allow the diffracted waves of the first group to begin filling in
before reaching the second group. The increase in interaction
factor from these scenarios is likely due to the subgroups of
devices more so than the entire group of devices.

As with the layouts obtained using regular waves, the layouts
obtained with the 44◦ valve angle in irregular waves obtain
interaction factors consistently greater than one and follow
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(a) T=1.22s, q=2.8095

(b) T=3.31s, q=1.0243

Fig. 6. OPTIMAL LAYOUTS WITH REGULAR WAVES, A VALVE
ANGLE OF 80◦ AND H = 0.136m
(a) Tp=1.22s, q=1.6745

(b) Tp=1.91s, q=1.1406

power without air flow, we use this scenario to compare what
interaction could be obtained with the maximum damping
created by this valve position. The resulting layouts and
corresponding interaction factors are displayed in Fig. 7.

(c) Tp=2.61s, q=1.0646

(d) Tp=3.31s, q=1.0392

Fig. 5. OPTIMAL LAYOUTS WITH IRREGULAR WAVES, A VALVE
ANGLE OF 44◦ , AND Hmo = 0.136m

B. Varied Valve Angles
(a) T=1.22s, q=2.5561

To further understand how device control might affect the
power production we also look at different simulated valve
angles (experienced through changing the damping value)
in both regular and irregular wave conditions. The damping
values come from regular wave tests of an OWC in the wave
tank and are listed in Table II. They range from 107.1 N/(m/s)
at the shortest wave period and 80◦ to 100032.5 N/(m/s) at the
longest wave period and 0◦ . We select the damping values
from the extreme valve positions to gain understanding into
the effect on power over the full range of valve angles. We
can compare these results with the damping values from the
valve angle of 44◦ that is between these extremes. For the
irregular wave scenarios, a Bretschneider spectrum is chosen
for consistency with our previous work [24], [25].

(b) T=3.31s, q=1.0645

Fig. 7. OPTIMAL LAYOUTS WITH REGULAR WAVES, A VALVE
ANGLE OF 0◦ , AND H = 0.136m

The 80◦ scenarios follow a trend similar to the previous results
seen in the layouts generated for the shorter and longer wave
periods. Shorter periods yield individual behavior and
longer periods yield grouping behavior. However, the result
in Fig. 9(b) for the 0◦ scenario indicates devices acting
individually even with the longer period.
2) IRREGULAR Waves: We now look at the behavior
observed for different valve positions under irregular wave
conditions. The same valve positions and wave conditions
are evaluated as in the regular wave scenarios. Based on
the results of the fixed valve angle we expect to see results
that have similar tendencies as regular waves. With irregular
waves and a valve angle of 80◦ , The best layouts found when
the valve is almost completely open are shown in Fig. 8.
The resulting layouts again show devices taking individual
advantage of neighboring devices for the shorter period and
separating into two distinct groups for the longer period.

1) REGULAR Waves: Having already shown the results
found for a 44◦ valve angle, Fig. 6 shows the best layouts
obtained when optimizing the array with a valve angle almost
completely open at 80◦ . Based on the data from a tank test
of a single OWC, a fixed valve angle will cause damping
changes dependent on the incident wave. The 80◦ scenarios
simulate devices allowing close to the maximum amount of
air flow in and out of the interior chamber of the OWC.

The last valve angle we consider with irregular waves is 0◦ .
The layouts determined are shown in Fig. 9 and yield similar
layouts to the regular waves with a valve angle of 0◦ . Both
periods seem to indicate devices acting individually; however,

The next valve angle we consider with regular waves is
0◦ — to mimic when the valve is completely shut. Though
an oscillating water column would be unable to generate
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TABLE III
INTERACTION FACTORS FROM
DIFFERENT WAVE SCENARIOS

(a) Tp=1.22s, q=1.4559

(b) Tp=3.31s, q=1.0465

Fig. 8. OPTIMAL LAYOUTS WITH IRREGULAR WAVES, A VALVE
ANGLE OF 80◦ AND Hmo = 0.136m

as Table III shows the shorter period provides a much higher
power improvement. This trend, beyond the observed trends
in configuration shape, will be discussed further in the next
section.

Period
[s]

80◦
44◦
0◦

1.22

2.8095
2.5790
2.5561

561
318
463

44◦
44◦
44◦
44◦

1.57
1.91
2.26
2.61

1.4387
1.1946
1.1027
1.0554

634
192
278
475

80◦
44◦
0◦

3.31

1.0243
1.0257
1.0645

260
257
485

Valve
Angle

(a) Tp=1.22s, q=1.7597

(b) Tp=3.31s, q=1.0723

Fig. 9. OPTIMAL LAYOUTS WITH IRREGULAR WAVES, A VALVE
ANGLE OF 0◦ AND Hmo = 0.136m

Regular Waves
Interaction
# of Generations
Factor

Valve
Angle

Peak
Period
[s]

Irregular Waves
Interaction
# of Generations
Factor

80◦
44◦
0◦

1.22

1.4559
1.6745
1.7597

306
316
483

44◦
44◦

1.91
2.61

1.1406
1.0646

445
520

80◦
44◦
0◦

3.31

1.0465
1.0392
1.0723

208
500
453

we tested resulted in power production greater than what
would be obtained by five devices acting in isolation. With a
valve angle of 44◦ and regular waves, a period of 3.31 seconds
results in an increase in power of 2.57% and a period of 1.22
seconds results in 158% power increase. Similarly the same
valve angle but with irregular waves results in power increases
of 3.69% and 67.5% respectively. The behavior of the device
based on the power conveys the need to consider device
design based on the sea states expected to be experienced.

VI. D ISCUSSION
Running a total of 18 different scenarios, we are able to
preliminarily understand the considerations of WEC array
optimization in conjunction with active device control. The
results from the runs are compiled in Table III. The number
of generations in the last column refers to how many cycles
the real-coded GA went through before converging. Based on
our convergence requirement the optimal layout would have
been found 100 generations prior to the value shown.

2) Wave Type (Regular and Irregular Behavior): Considering
a 1.22 second wave period with corresponding valve angles
of 80◦ , 44◦ and 0◦ , the regular wave scenarios perform much
better than the irregular wave scenarios; however, for the same
valve angles and a 3.31 second wave period, the regular wave
scenarios perform slightly worse. This could be that for shortperiod, regular waves, the devices can position themselves to
best take advantage of neighboring devices’ diffracted waves
due to the wave period consistency. As we noted previously,
the arrays did not perform as well with longer periods and
therefore the interaction factors are lower for both regular

Examining Table III we note certain behaviors dependent on
wave period, wave type (regular or irregular), and valve angle
(damping).
1) Wave Period: Both regular and irregular wave conditions
indicate a relationship of the interaction factor with the wave
period. For our model’s geometry and dimensions, the shorter
periods are found to yield higher interaction factors and the
longer periods lower interaction factors. However, all periods
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and irregular waves. Consequently, the devices are not able
to capitalize on each others’ diffracted waves as well. Since
some waves in an irregular wave climate will not have their
energy efficiently captured by upwave devices, there is the
possibility of developing a slightly enhanced wave condition
behind the frontward devices. Comparatively, the wave
consistency in regular wave conditions likely improves the
energy capture efficiency. The overall best interaction factor
of 181% occurs when the valve angle is 80◦ and regular waves
with a short period are experienced. Conversely, the overall
worst interaction factor of 2.43% is also found with a valve
angle of 80◦ and in regular waves, but with a long wave period.
3) Valve Angle (Damping): While the optimal layouts
and corresponding interaction factors are dependent on the
incident wave’s period, there is also an observed dependency
on the damping associated with the input valve angle
(Table II). Keeping a fixed wave period we examine the
interaction factors obtained by scenarios with valve angles
of 80◦ , 40◦ and 0◦ . This is done for our evaluated wave
period’s upper and lower limits of 1.22 and 3.31 seconds.
For the former period, the interaction factor increases with
a decreased valve angle. For the period of 1.22 seconds, an
interaction factor is found yielding a power increase of 45.4%
when the valve angle 80. This increases to 67.5% and 76.0%
for valve angles of 44◦ and 0◦ respectively. When the period is
3.31 seconds, somewhat similar behavior is found with valve
angles of 80◦ and 0◦ ; however, the value found for 44◦ is
slightly less than that of the 0◦ . This is potentially due to
a GA not guaranteeing global optimality. Upcoming studies
will be conducted to further understand how damping might
be correlated to optimal array configurations and interaction
factor.

Fig. 10. INTERACTION FACTOR SENSITIVITY BASED ON VALVE
ANGLE AND WAVE PERIOD

the development of advanced device controls.
To date, we have built a problem specific genetic algorithm for
the generating of optimal arrays given power and preliminary
cost. Previous results were of a generic device, but here we
present the optimization of scaled oscillating water column
arrays based on a validated BEM model of our device (see
Fig. 3).
Optimal arrays are found for several different scenarios that
differ based on wave type (regular and irregular), incident
wave periods, and varied valve angles (damping). We observe
that, while always greater than one, the interaction factor
varies greatly depending on the incident wave periods. The
lowest interaction factor when considering irregular waves
shows a power improvement of 3.92% (valve angle of 80◦ and
period of 3.31 seconds) while the largest shows improvement
of 76.0% power increase (valve angle of 0◦ and period of
1.22 seconds).

To evaluate the sensitivity of the power output when
considering array optimization and active device control, we
determined optimal layouts for irregular wave (Hs = 0.136m)
at the wave periods (Tp = 1.22s, 1.57, 1.91s, 2.26s, 2.61s,
and 3.31s) shown in Bosma et al. [1]. For each wave period,
we consider the damping values associated with 10 different
valve angles ranging from 0 to 80.

The connection between the damping and the interaction factor
is less clear, but does indicate the ability to obtain greater
power based on the position of the valve. This information
reveals the importance of concurrently implementing control
in the future of array optimization, but also shows that the
array design is equally if not more important. The interaction
factor was influenced much stronger by the incident period
than the damping.
So, while it is necessary to incorporate the two tools, we
show that active control is not to be implemented without also
considering device design given expected wave conditions.
Variability of incident wave directions will potentially have
a major effect on the power production of an array and
could indicate an even greater need for combining array
optimization and active device control. We are planning on
incorporating this component as a next step.

Observing Fig. 10 we see that the largest improvement in
interaction factor is primarily dependent on the experienced
wave conditions and less on the valve angle. This reiterates
the importance of including and considering both in array
design. This figure also indicates the need to consider the sea
state a device will experience when designing the device itself.
VII. C ONCLUSION
To ensure that ocean wave energy is generating as much
power as possible in order to be economically viable, two
methods have been promoted as future means of bettering the
power development of grid connected WEC arrays. These are
the creation of automated schemes for array optimization and

This project has given us very useful results which will
better our understanding regarding how to best approach the
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conjoining of optimal array design and active device control
as a fluid process.
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